The prospect of RNA nanotechnology is increasing because of its numerous potential applications especially in medical science. The spherical Nanodiamonds (NDs) are becoming popular because of their lesser toxicity, desirable mechanical, optical properties, functionality and available surface areas. On other hand RNAs are stable, flexible and easy to bind to the NDs. In this work, we have studied the tRNA dynamics on ND surface by high-resolution quasi-elastic neutron scattering spectroscopy and all atom molecular dynamics simulation technique to understand how the tRNA motion is affected by the presence of ND. The flexibly of the tRNA is analyzed by the Mean square displacement analysis that shows tRNA have a sharp increase around 230K in its hydrated form. The intermediate scattering function (ISF) representing the tRNA dynamics follows the logarithmic decay as proposed by the Mode Coupling theory (MCT). But most importantly the tRNA dynamics is found to be faster in presence of ND within 220K to 310K compared to the freestanding ones. This is as we have shown, is because of the swollen RNA molecule due the introduction of hydrophilic ND surface.
large number of biologically active molecules [12] [13] [14] . Importantly, nearly spherical ND particles demonstrate no cellular toxicity and possess excellent mechanical and optical properties with easily available surfaces areas, functionality, and size (~5 nm diameter) close to that of intercellular structures and large biomolecules. It is believed that the spherical nanoparticles are good platform for the biological applications because of their simple geometry, consistency in shape and uniform surface chemistry. They are safer compared to tubular shaped nanomaterials because of their toxicological properties. RNAs can be folded into various complex structures to be used later as a platform for nanomedicine applications. Consequently the RNA-ND complex is well suited for biomedical applications -such as drug-delivery, tissue engineering, tribology and bio-imaging. .
Many small and biologically active molecules have been linked or adsorbed on NDs. An important question is, however, to what extent the ND linked/adsorbed molecules will retain their biological activity? This question is especially relevant for proteins and nucleic acids for which the activity strongly depends on their molecular conformations, which in turn are very sensitive to the environment and have been demonstrated to change upon adsorption 15, 16 .
Therefore, understanding the details of biomacromolecules interactions with the surface of the nanoparticles is of great importance for design of nanocarriers for proteins, DNA, and RNA.
Towards this aim, in the present work we intend to explore the micro dynamics of hydrated and dry tRNA molecules on ND surface relative to the freestanding ones. The quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) technique which is an appropriate tool to track atomic level dynamics on such a length scale not only for biomacromolecules but also for polyelectrolytes, polymers and soft nanocomposites [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] -from Å to nm with pico to nanosecond time window has been used here; while the activation or flexibility -a universal property exhibited by the proteins 28 and biopolymers 29 -is measured by elastic neutron Scattering. The use of neutrons is beneficial because of its unique property to specially track the hydrogen atoms, as the incoherent scattering cross-section of hydrogen atom is very large compared to others. Thus by replacing water to heavy water, we make sure that only tRNAs contain hydrogen and then we unambiguously follow the tRNA dynamics. Additionally we make use of Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation, a complementary and effective method to extract information that in many cases is difficult or impossible to attain experimentally 21, 23, 25 . Somewhat unexpectedly, within the range of temperatures investigated, our results distinctly show a faster tRNA dynamics on ND surface compared to dry or hydrated RNA molecules. This is in a striking contrast to, for instance, adsorption of myoglobin on silica surface, where the protein dynamics slowed down compared to dissolved state -a finding explained by the authors due to simultaneous decrease in flexibility and the prevailing modification of the mobility of residues and dynamics of the protein upon its interaction with surface 30 . Whereas in our work, the faster tRNA motion in presence of ND surface is because of cage formation by faster water molecules due to the introduction of ND into the system.
Results and analysis:
Mean Square displacement: Similar to proteins 8 , the 'softness' or 'flexibility' of an RNA molecule is usually measured by incoherent elastic scattering and calculated through Mean Square Displacement (MSD) analysis using Debye Waller Factor, S(Q,ω=0,T)/S(Q,ω=0,T=4K) = exp[-Q 2 <x 2 (T)>]. MSD -<x 2 (T)> of hydrated and dry tRNA with ND, plotted in Fig. 1(a) as a function of temperature. Three onsets are seen in the case of hydrated RNA system (with ND). The first onset occurs around 100K both in the hydrated and dry sample. It originates from the rotational motion of hydration independent methyl groups 31 and can be observed in a number of proteins 32, 33 . A second one, at ~230K, is noticed in hydrated system but not in the dry one. This inflection in the slope is sometimes called as 'dynamic transition' -that is responsible for the fluctuation of backbone and the side chain activation which are generally hydrophilic in nature. This is hydration dependent and thus not seen in dry sample 34, 35 . On the other hand, proteins or nucleic acids dynamics have been found to follow glassy dynamics 36, 37 and this glassy behavior can be observed both in dry and in hydrated samples around 170K.
QENS data in energy domain:
The QENS experiments provide the dynamic structure factor S(Q,ω). In Figure 1 (b) we show the normalized S(Q,ω) of D 2 O hydrated tRNA on ND surface at Q= 1.1Å -1 between 220K to 310K revealing how the motion intensifies with the temperature. As mentioned before, it should be noted that the motion captured in the QENS spectra is basically the average motion of hydrogen atoms present in the system. The uniqueness of neutrons compared, for example, to X-Rays is that the neutrons are most sensitive to protons because of their unusually high incoherent neutron scattering length compared to other atoms, including deuterium. The broadening of QENS spectra about the center of the bell-shaped S(Q,ω) curves demonstrates the average hydrogen dynamics within the spectrometer window. Time domain QENS data analysis: As we have previously showed the D 2 O hydrated tRNA follows the logarithmic relaxation dynamics as a function of time 29 , we applied the same Mode
Coupling Theory (MCT) to the D 2 O hydrated tRNA on ND. This says F H (Q,t) can be fitted by an asymptotic expression derived from Mode Coupling Theory (MCT) [37] [38] [39] :
F H (Q,t)~[f(Q,T)-H 1 (Q,T)ln(t/τ β (T))+H 2 (Q,T)ln 2 (t/τ β (T))]exp(t/τ α (Q,T))
where τ β (T) and τ α (Q,T) are the characteristic β-and α-relaxation times, f(Q,T) is a temperaturedependent pre-factor, which is proportional to the Debye-Waller factor for small Qs, i.e.
f(Q,T) = exp[-A(T)Q 2 ]. The Q-dependent parameters, H 1 (Q,T) and H 2 (Q,T), can be written as H 1 (Q,T) = h 1 (Q)B 1 (T) and H 2 (Q,T) = h 1 (Q)B 2 (Q,T)
, representing the first and second order logarithmic decay parameter 37 . In our experiment, the time range (up to 1 ns) is much shorter than α-relaxation time range (µs to ms), hence the value of the last exponential factor can be approximated to unity. In that case equation (5) can be simplified as
F H (Q,t)~[f(Q,T)-H 1 (Q,T)ln(t/τ β (T))+H 2 (Q,T)ln 2 (t/τ β (T))]
The ISF of the average of hydrogen in D 2 O hydrated tRNA on ND surface can be well explained according to equation 2 between 240K to 310K and within 0.3Å -1 to 1.9Å -1 (~3 Å to ~2nm) (Figure 3(a) ). The four parameters in this model, A(T), τ β (T), H 1 (Q,T) and H 2 (Q,T) are obtained by fitting all six different Q curves simultaneously at each temperature. A(T) is fixed at zero because the pre-factor f(Q,T) goes to 1 at all the Q-values at a specific short time τβ(T) ~10 ps which is much shorter than our measured time range. 
Discussion:
From our MSD results we have not observed any ice formation, generally exhibited by sharp drop in the MSD curves, within the temperature range studied. The three onsets observed in the D 2 O hydrated tRNA on surfaces denotes three different situations. The first one at ~100K is an inflection point denoting the anharmonic 30, 35 behavior due to the local methyl group rotation 31 and commonly seen in many protein systems 32, 33 . This is hydration independent and thus can be noticed also in the dry sample. Until the temperature reaches ~230K, hydration does not play any major role 31, 32, 40, 41 . The transition at ~230K is a manifestation of the backbone fluctuations 42, 43 and the activation of the hydrophilic side chains due to the hydrogen bond formation and its relaxation with the surrounding water molecules 44, 45 . This is in sometimes called as the 'dynamic transition' and might be responsible for triggering the biological functions. This also assures no denaturation of the D 2 O hydrated tRNA because of the absorption on ND surface. As it is hydration dependent 30 obviously then it cannot be seen in the dry sample because of the lack of hydration water 34, 35 . The other inflection point which is sometimes referred to as the glassy behavior is seen ~170K in both the dry and the D 2 O hydrated tRNA on ND surface. The glass transition temperature is typically lower than dynamic transition temperature that has been attributed to the caged dynamics caused by strong intermolecular interactions and responsible for the existence of dynamic transition in proteins 46 .
Coming to the study of micro-dynamics the obvious question is what causes this faster dynamics in hydrated tRNA in presence of ND? -The finding that we confirmed both by our QENS experiment and MD simulation. In brief, both water and tRNA stay very close to the ND surface that is hydrophilic in nature and water molecules forms distinct shell around ND and tRNA molecules. The water shell around ND surface prevents outer water to come closer and hydrophilic ND surface significantly modifies tRNA dynamics. Besides there is almost an order of magnitude more water molecules around ND than that around tRNA. Because tRNA is itself hydrophilic with high presence near ND surface this augments tRNA hydration level that in turn causes tRNA swelling. Consequently this leads to faster dynamics of tRNA in presence of ND surface as explained in detail with MD simulation results 25 .
Conclusion:
In summary we have studied the microscopic dynamics of tRNA on ND surfaces and compared it with the dry tRNA dynamics on ND surface and with hydrated tRNA without ND both in energy and in time domain. While analyzing the temperature dependent MSD data, we have not noticed three onsets on the hydrated tRNA samples on ND surface while for dry sample on ND, only two are observed. The first two inflection points ~100K and ~170K are due to the local methyl group rotation independent of hydration effect and because of caged dynamics at the glass transition temperature. Both of these are visible in hydrated and dry tRNA on ND surface. The third one at around 230K is hydration dependent and thus be observed only in the hydrated tRNA on ND and due to the backbone fluctuation and activation of side chains by forming hydrogen bond with surrounding water molecules.
From both the energy and time domain analysis it can be said that the hydrated tRNA dynamics becomes faster on ND surface compared to dry tRNA and hydrated tRNA without ND. The larger broadening in the S(Q,ω) spectra and the faster decay in the F H (Q,t) in the D 2 O hydrated tRNA on ND surface over ~3Å-2nm (i.e. 0.3Å -1 to 1.9Å -1 ) confirms that tRNA dynamics becomes faster in presence of ND. Further the logarithm decay as predicted by the Mode Coupling Theory (MCT) which has been also seen in other proteins and biological macromolecules including tRNA, is found to be applicable here. But the answer to the rather surprising finding about why the ND presence makes the hydrated tRNA dynamics faster is that the water shell around ND increases tRNA hydration level around ND leading to its swelling and increases dynamics. In short it has been shown that the large biopolymers or biomolecules like tRNA can well retain its folded state and activate biological function even in presence of hydrophilic ND surface but simultaneously attain a faster motion compared to the dry or freestanding tRNA.
Materials and Methods:
NDs (radius ~2.5nm) were prepared with detonation technique 13 and were placed inside the vacuum to remain in dry condition. tRNA was bought from Sigma Aldrich and was used without further purification and lyophilization.. The tRNA was adsorbed on 0.33g of ND surface and two samples were prepared. One of them was hydrated with D 2 O and the other one was dry -(a) ND+tRNA+D 2 O, (b) ND+tRNA, respectively. The hydrated sample was prepared by adsorbing the 0.03 gm of tRNA on 0.33g on dry ND surface, and then hydrated with 0.06g of D 2 O. In the dry sample, 0.1gm of tRNA was adsorbed on the ND surface. Because a considerable portion of water goes to ND surface, it can not be properly calculated what is the exact hydration level of tRNA in the system. Nevertheless from MD simulation we have checked the number of water molecules around the RNA remain same when ND is present in the system compared to without ND ( Figure 5 (c) and Figure 5(d) ). Also for tRNA it is known to notice crystallization of water if the hydration level goes above 0.65h (g of D 2 O/g of tRNA) and we have not noticed any indication of crystallization 47 . For D 2 O hydrated tRNA sample without ND, we used data from our old experiment where tRNA hydration level was 0.5h (g of D 2 O/g of tRNA) 29 .
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